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Abstract: The 110kV line type capacitive voltage transformer overheats after it is
put into operation. Based on the structure and working principle of CVT, the
broken CVT is disassembled and inspected. It is found that the internal damper
causes the fault. All hidden troubles of the equipment cannot be found during the
operation and debugging. One effective method to determine operation condition
of the equipment is to perform infrared temperature detection after operation,
which provides constructive suggestions for on-site commissioning test and daily
safe and reliable operation.
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1. Introduction

On 20th April, 2013, the extension
project of 110kV power
transmission and distribution at some
substation begun to transmit the
electricity. All the equipment were put
into operation and the data was
normal. Three days later, maintenance
staff performed infrared temperature
detection to 110kV No.159 interval. It
was found that the temperature of
external shell of CVT electromagnetic
unit reached 63.1℃ , which is shown
in Fig.1. The normal temperature is
about 34.0℃. This kind of overheating
phenomenon rarely arises. All on-site
commissioning tests were carried out
according to relevant regulations
before operation. Test results were
qualified. Hence, it is speculated that
the internal oil tank overheats and
causes the fault, which needs further
verification.

Fig.1 Infrared image picture

2. Equipment Information

The overheated equipment is 110kV
line type CVT produced in May 2012.
Main technical parameters are shown
in Tab.1 and Tab.2. The electric wiring
diagram is illustrated in Fig.2. There
are two windings at the secondary
side. The secondary winding
leading-out terminal is represented by
the letter "a" while "az" for leading-out
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terminal of the damper. The rest
winding leading-out terminals are
represented by the letter "da" and "dn" .
The letter "n" represents leading-out
terminal of secondary winding and
damping circuit. The damper is
composed of resistor and rapidly
saturation reactor in series.

Tab.1 Main technical performance

Technical parameter Value

Highest voltage/kV 126

Total rated capacitance/pF 7000

Rated high voltage
capacitance/pF

7778

Rated medium voltage
capacitance/pF

70000

Temperature deviation -40/4
5

Rated primary voltage 63.5

Type of capacitor insulation oil PXE

Type of electromagnetic
insulation oil

DB-45

Tab.2 Main technical parameters of
secondary winding

Terminal Rated
voltage/
V

Rated
capacity
/V

Accuracy
stage

a,n 57.7 50 0.5

da,dn 100 50 3P

Fig.2 Electric wiring diagram

3. On-site Inspection

On 28th April, 2013, the equipment
was inspected. The appearance was
intact and secondary winding was
correctly connected. Results of oil test
and high voltage insulation are as
follows. The chromatographic and
moisture test of insulation oil is
normal. Test results are shown in
Tab.3. According to Tab.3, there are no
faults such as arc discharge,
overheating and being damped. The
damper connection slice is off and the
high voltage insulation test is
undertaken for broken CVT. It is found
that secondary winding "an" to
insulation resistance is 0 (this
winding is connected with damper),
which indicates that there is
something wrong with secondary
primary or damping circuit grounding.
The DC resistance between
leading-out terminal "a" and the
ground, "az" and the ground, "n" and
the ground is measured. Results are
shown in Tab.4. Given the measuring
error, secondary winding "a-n"
resistance plus damping circuit "az-n"
resistance equals "a-az" resistance.
The public terminal "n-E" resistance
plus secondary winding "a-n"
resistance equals the terminal "a-E"
resistance. Based on the results, it is
judged that the grounding point is in
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the damping circuit and about 8.217
Ω away from "n". Based on the
internal structure of the damper
composed of one reactor and
resistance wires, it is judged that the
internal resistance wire of damper
might have been directly grounded.
The earthing schematic diagram of
resistance wire is shown in Fig.3.

Tab. 3 Chromatographic and moisture
analysis of insulation oil

Tab.4 DC resistance of secondary
winding

Measured part Resistance/Ω

Secondary winding "a"-
"z "

0.051 52

Damping circuit "az"-"n" 9.503

"a"-"az" 9.551

Secondary winding
"a"-"E"

2.123

Public terminal "n"-"E" 2.074

Damping circuit "az"-"n" 8.217

Fig.3 Earthing schematic diagram of

resistance wire

4. Inspection after Disassembling
the Equipment

The broken CVT was disassembled to
be inspected on July 3rd 2013. The
secondary winding insulation
resistance and DC resistance are
consistent with on-site inspection
results. Through decomposing the
capacitive voltage divider and
electromagnetic unit, it is found that
the framework of damper resistance
wire falls on the bottom board of the
body and connection slice touches the
bottom board, which causes the
resistance wire of damper to ground.

5. Causes Analysis

The assembly staff did not fix the
resistance wire framework of the
damper, which causes the framework
to fall on the bottom of the body and
keep free. Because the resistance wire
framework end is flush with the
connection slice of the end (about
1mm gap), delivery test and on-site
acceptance test fail to find the fault.
However, when the equipment is in
operation, the voltage impulse lead to
the gap breakdown between
connection slice and body board. The
damping resistance is connected into
"an" circuit. The resistance wire is 8Ω;
the "an" winding voltage is 57.7V
when the CVT is in good operation;
the current flowing through the
resistance wire is about 7.2A, which
causes the resistance wire to overheat
and the temperature of internal oil
tank to become high.

6. Conclusions

The fault is very elementary and not
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typical but it can be used for reference.
Although the complete acceptance test
is conducted before the operation,
both delivery test and on-site
commissioning test fail to detect the
fault. The fault is found only through
infrared temperature detection, which
indicates that the infrared
temperature detection is an effective
method to judge working condition of
the equipment. During the routine
maintenance in the future, if
equipment temperature rises
abnormally, we should pay much
attention to such phenomenon and
figure out the causes. The fault also
provides instructive suggestions for
on-site commissioning test and daily
safe and reliable operation. If the fault
arises, the manufacturer should offer
qualified product to exchange the
broken one at once, and distribute and
manage the standard parts. Besides,
the inspector should inspect the
electromagnetic unit thoroughly in
order to avoid similar faults.
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